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CINDERELLA PANTOMIME 

Term 4 2022 

 

Welcome to Cinderella Panto! 

We are so excited to have you with us for Term 4. 
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What is Panto? 
In the UK a Pantomime, or “Panto” as it is usually 
affectionately called, is a form of interactive 
theatre, performed for the entertainment of 
millions of families. 

Many of the stories are based on popular, even if 
slightly skewed, Fairy Tales. Children love to see 
their favourite stories and characters played out 
on the stage, they particularly enjoy the physical 
comedy and the over-the-top characters.  

Everyone is encouraged to “dress-up” as their 
favourite character, and if there is one thing kids love, it’s dressing up in costume! The 
adults certainly get enough innuendo and double entendre of the “nudge-nudge, wink-
wink” variety to keep them rolling in the aisles. Panto is guaranteed to give the whole 
family a rollicking good time.  

To the uninitiated, however, the humour, insane 
plot and the cast with the extremely silly 
character names may leave you absolutely 
flummoxed as to what on earth is going on. It is 
difficult to describe in words what Panto is all 
about. The origins of Pantomime, date back to 
the Middle Ages. Panto blends the traditions of 
the Italian Commedia dell Arte with British “Old 
Time” Music Hall. “Commedia dell Arte” was 
travelling street entertainment, which came from 
Italy in the 16th century. It was a very energetic 
type of theatre that used dance, music, tumbling, 

acrobatics and slapstick comedy. The troupes performed in fairs and marketplaces. 
Often the troupes were made up of family members who would inherit their 
characters, costumes, masks and stories from their parents or grandparents. 

Audience participation is probably the most important part of British Pantomime 
tradition. Even the most serious and mature members of the audience suddenly 
become uninhibited in their enthusiasm to join in. The audience is actively encouraged 
to cheer and clap for the Hero, and to boo the Villain whenever he or she enters.  

This happens frequently with a variety of lines throughout the show, and it is up to the 
Actors to decide how long to keep it going before they go back to the script. No Panto 
script is complete without the “It’s/he’s/she’s behind you!” moments. 

Source: http://thelaughingstock.ca/what-is-panto/  

http://thelaughingstock.ca/what-is-panto/
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Roles 

Note: the script will be adjusted to meet the number of performers in the course 

 

NARRATOR         
MOUSACE THE MOUSE   
CUTE MOUSE 
KIT KAT - THE CAT    
EVIL STEPMOTHER  
CINDERELLA   
PALACE ANNOUNCER  
THE QUEEN    
PRINCE CHARMING  
PRINCESS PLATINUM  
PRINCESS SPARKLES  
PRINCESS FASHION  
PRINCESS POSH   
PRINCESS TANTRUM  
THE DUCHESS   
STEPSISTER DRIZELLA   
STEPSISTER CRUELLA    
STEPSISTER STELLA       
STEPSISTER SALMONELLA  
YOUNG CINDERELLA      
CINDERELLA’S FATHER   
FAIRY GODMOTHER      
TALKING PUMPKIN        
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Monologue Examples 

Note: there are MANY roles including several not listed here! These are just a few examples of 

characters and class resources. 

Tip: Make the monologue your own! Creativity is encouraged. NOTE: If your child is very young 

and a beginner, they may perform HALF of their chosen monologue (either half). 

 

OPTION 1: CINDERELLA 

If only I could find a way out of my sad life as a servant to my evil stepmother and wicked 

stepsisters! Look at this! I’m still using a sweeping brush made of tree branches! They 

won’t even buy me a Dyson! And I’m still cooking tea over a fire; like would it kill you to 

buy me a kettle?! But… how can I escape? Tertiary study? Maybe an online course? No... 

what I need is a new dress and a good night out! But… (sadly) I don’t have a dress. I don’t 

even have shoes. Whatever will I do?! 

 

OPTION 2: PRINCE CHARMING 

I don’t want to meet a princess and get married; I want to live in the castle basement and 

play video games! What’s so wrong with that? Everyone talks about how hard the 

peasants have it, but no one talks about the unrealistic societal pressures placed on 

princes. My Dad said if I don’t start being a grown up, he’s going to cut me off! Can you 

believe that? I’m only thirty-six-years-old! He’s even stopped taking my calls. Like, 

seriously – I’m the victim here. (Gets a call) Sorry, I gotta go. That’s my private jet. 

 

 

OPTION 3: MOUSACE THE MOUSE 

Welcome to the Mouse Designer Emporium! My name is Mousace (pronounce like 

Versace), and I will guide you through all the best, mouse-made designer brands! We 

have Mousace (pronounce like Versace). We have Mousel (pronounce like Chanel) – this 

collection was inspired by cheese. We have Stella McMousy (Stella McCartney). We have 

Alexander McMouse (Alexander McQueen) – the theme of this collection is ‘vermin 

infestation’. Profound. Oh, and here we have Polo Ralph Mousen (Polo Ralph Lauren). 

We can put the mouse symbol very large so that everyone will know you are wearing 

Polo Ralph Mousen! Are any of these designers vibing with you? Because I can design 

something custom? 
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OPTION 4: KIT CAT (THE CAT) 

Hey! Don’t you boo and hiss me! I’m just misunderstood. It’s all ‘ohhhh look at the mice, 

aren’t they cute, isn’t that cat a big meanie?’ Um, excuse me. Do you want a mouse 

infestation in your kitchen? Do you want mouse poo in your salad? DO YOU?!  I’m 

performing a public service here. Just because the mice help out with making a dress 

now and then, I’m supposed to be a vegetarian? I’m a CAT! Boo me? Boo YOU! 

 

OPTION 5: FAIRY GODMOTHER  

Work you stupid wand! (notices audience) Oh, hello! I’m Fairy Godmother! I’m just 

having a bit of trouble with my magic wand. You see, I wanted to help Cinderella go to 

the ball! But when I tried to turn a pumpkin into a carriage, I just turned the pumpkin 

into a big, talking pumpkin! Now he won’t shut up! And the glass slippers are a pair of 

Nikes. It’s a disaster. Oh well. (shouts) Cinderella! You’ll have to sprint to the ball! You’re 

wearing Nikes! Just do it! 

 

OPTION 6: EVIL STEPMOTHER 

YOU want to go to the ball?! Look at you! You don’t have a dress or shoes - they wouldn’t 

even let you in the door! And besides, there’s far too much to do around the house. You 

need to do the laundry – by hand of course; we’re not buying you a washing machine. 

And your stepsisters need help getting ready for the ball, and I can’t possibly help 

because I have an important Botox appointment. So, you see, Cinderella, it simply won’t 

be possible… you’d need a miracle, and miracles don’t happen to sad little servants like 

you. 
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TIPS FOR YOUNG PERFORMERS 

 

These tips will help you approach your audition monologue and show script! 

 

1) Understand the character.  

 

Start with the words. It seems obvious, but if you don’t know what a word means, 

look it up! There’s no shame in not knowing how to pronounce a word either; no 

one knows until they hear a word for the first time. Ask someone for help or go on 

YouTube and find a pronunciation video. Do this before your audition or first 

rehearsal; the director will appreciate that you’ve done your homework. 

 

The character. Now analyse the character from all angles. Analyse their words, 

actions, thoughts and feelings at different points. Understand them. Empathise with 

them. Why do they feel and act as they do? What is their backstory? What 

motivates them? Do they have an objective? What do they love? What do they fear? 

Being able to answer these questions will help you to develop a nuanced, engaging 

performance.   

 

Stage directions. If there is a ‘beat’, it signals a pause in which the character is 

thinking, reacting or experiencing some kind of emotional shift – these moments are 

important. Don’t make the mistake of rushing through the piece without pause for 

thought, as it gives the impression that you are reciting memorised lines. To make a 

character real, the audience must see a thought process.  

 

Further research. You may need to study an accent, research a historical time, read 

a play, or analyse a real person’s behaviour. To play Abraham Lincoln, you would 

need to understand the historical context of the US Civil War. To play the Queen of 

England, you would need to study her mannerisms and speech. To play a 

Shakespearean character, you would need to read the full play. This background 

research will enhance the authenticity of your performance. 
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2) Feel the words. 

 

Many performers can memorise lines and relevant actions, but it takes special skill 

to convey emotion. When a laugh or cry comes across as fake, it is because the actor 

is pretending to laugh or pretending to cry. But the best actors in the world are the 

best because they’re not pretending. They use their real emotions and instincts, 

drawn from their own experiences, to portray what their character is feeling. 

This is why Meryl Streep says, ‘Acting is not about being someone different. It’s 

finding the similarity in what is apparently different, then finding myself in there.’ It 

is also the basis of Sanford Meisner’s theory that ‘Acting is behaving truthfully under 

imaginary circumstances.’ So, get in touch with your emotions (and the memories 

and thoughts that prompt them), and think about where you can find yourself in the 

monologue. 

 

3) Be creative.  

 

How will you use the stage? How will you use movement, expression, gesture, 

volume, tone, pace, pauses, props? How will you engage the audience? Don’t give a 

performance all on one level; find the nuances and take the audience on a 

rollercoaster ride. Create suspense (a dramatic pause!). Create tension (increase 

pace or volume or urgency). Create rapport (eye contact, audience interaction). 

When you are developing your performance, experiment. Try different things. Be 

thoughtful and creative, and make sure your creative decisions have a rationale. 

 

  

Good luck with your performance – have fun! 
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Advice for Performers and Parents/Guardians 

 

1. When you receive your script, highlight your lines, including individual, group lines and 

‘everyone’ lines, as well as the stage directions (the actions written in italics). The stage directions 

are just as important as the lines as they direct action, expression, etc.  

2. Your role is not just about lines (and we don’t do immature things like ‘count lines’). Acting is 

about so much more than saying words: it is your facial expression, your movement, your 

gestures, your stage presence, your reactions to other characters, your timing, the way you stand 

on stage and stay in character, etc. Memorable characters in theatre can have no lines at all!  

3. You should be in character all the time! It is common to see beginning performers say their 

line, and then stand around not paying attention to what is happening. It is important that you 

stay in character: if another character is speaking, then your character should be listening & 

reacting in character. Please try your best to focus and use your imagination to stay in character!  

4. Underline your CUES. It is common for beginning performers to ‘know their lines’ but not know 

when to say them. A cue could be a line before your line, or it could be an action, or a piece of 

music that is your cue to speak, enter, exit or to perform an action.  

5. You are playing a character, so be open-minded to playing a character who is different to you 

in real life. E.g., your character’s favourite colour might be yellow, but in real life your favourite 

colour is blue. Or, your character might be a pirate, but you like fairies. Or, your character might 

be grumpy, but you’re happy. Acting is playing someone different, and playing different characters 

is what makes us stronger as actors!  

6. This is a team effort, and everyone is equal – no divas allowed! A theatrical team works 

together to tell a story. This includes every performer, regardless of their role, as well as all the 

technical people behind the scenes who you don’t see on stage – lighting, sound, etc. Please be 

kind and generous with performers and crew. There are no small roles; everyone is equal.  

7. Silence backstage! We cannot stress this enough. This is about respecting your fellow 

performers & audience, as well as listening for your cue to enter for your next scene.  

8. Listen to instructions! The Directors and Backstage Team are there to guide you in the 

performance as well as keep you safe. You must listen and behave appropriately as instructed. E.g. 

you should not play with props, run around backstage, chat to friends when you should be 

concentrating, etc. This is for everyone’s safety and wellbeing.  

9. SFX & LX – You might see these in the script. These stand for Sound Effects and Lighting Effects. 

These are for the tech crew, but it’s good for you to know as the actor!  

10. Enjoy the experience and always try your best! The best performers have often had lots of 

practice building up their skills in many shows. They often start in small roles and are noticed by a 

director because they have a positive attitude, and they stand out on stage! Keep working hard to 

develop your skills if you would like to progress to larger roles. And of course, have fun! 


